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Of icers
Pre-registration house officer appointments will

be established early next year. In future most
appointments which were graded during the war
as " A " and some which were graded as " BI
will be classed as pre-registration posts. The
Medical Act of I950 requires all newly-qualified
men to spend 12 months in approved appointments
before full registration is granted. The re-
sponsibility of approving hospitals for this purpose
has been placed on the universities and other
bodies giving qualifying diplomas. A student who
passes his final examination after the end of this
year will apply for a post in the usual way. When
he has been accepted he will notify the General
Medical Council and the licensing body will pro-
vide him with a certificate which will entitle him
to provisional registration. He will then spend six
months in a medical and six months in a surgical
appointment; an obstetrical appointment may be
taken as an alternative to either. The conditions
of service and remuneration will be similar to those
at present applying to first-year appointments.
What difference will this make? The answer is

very little. The student who becomes a pre-
registration house officer will be of similar seniority
to the present holders and he will have passed the
same examinations.
The scheme is due to start on January i, I953,

and allowing for a gradual change-over, all posts

should ha-ve been filled by the end of 1953. There
are, however, one or two points, particularly of
medico-legal importance, which need clarification.
First, will the holders of these pre-registration
appointments be covered by the medical defence
and protection societies? The position is that they
will be given provisional registration for that year
by the General Medical Council and the protection
societies intend to regard them in the same light
as fully-qualified practitioners. Second, will they
be allowed to sign death certificates and prescribe
dangerous drugs? The position here is not so
clear; as many read it the Act states that pre-
registration house officers will be granted pro-
visional registration to enable them to do their
work; this should mean that they will be able to
sign death certificates and prescribe dangerous
drugs in their hospitals but not outside them. As
,with many Acts of Parliament, there is some am-

biguity and it appears that a further order or
orders may have to be issued by the Privy Council
before January i, i953* to clear up the position,
at least on these two questions.

In spite of these and other unsettled points, the
scheme should prove to be a real advance in
medical education. But we feel that it will be a
pity if our planners make-the same mistake as they
did in I948 and start a scheme before they have
thought out the detLils.
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